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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In recent years a variety of statistical theories have been developed concerning rr.uhi-
step direct (MSD) nuclear reactions, notably those of Nishioka et al.1) (NWY>, Tamura 
et ai.2) (TUL) and Feshbach et al.3) (FKK). In addition, dominant in applications is 
a whole class of semiclassical models4'5) that may be subsumed under the heading 
of "generalized exciton moder: these are basically MSD-type extensions on top of 
compound-like concepts. The relations between these theories have been investigated 
only to a very limited extent. Here, we will highlight the relationship between their 
underlying statistical MSD-postulates. A common framework is sketched that enables 
to generate the various MSD theories through assigning statistical properties to differ
ent parts of the nuclear Hamiltonian. We will then show that distinct forms of nuclear 
randomness are embodied in the mentioned theories. 

At a qualitative level, all these theories appear to be very similar. In order to explain 
the high energy-tails and forward-peaked angular distributions typical for particles 
emitted in MSD reactions, it is imagined that the incident continuum particle stepwise 
looses its energy and direction in a sequence of collisions, thereby creating new panicle-
hole pairs in the target system. At each step emission may take place. The statistical 
aspect comes in because many continuum states are involved in the process. These are 
supposed to display chaoti: behavior, the associated randomness assumption giving rise 
to important simplifications in the expressions for the MSD emission cross-sect ions. 

This shared picture suggests that the mentioned MSD models can be interpreted 
as variants of essentially one and the same theory. However, this appears not to be 
the case. To show this, we introduce the usual MSD distinction within the composite 
reacting nucleus between the fast continuum particle (the "leading particle") and the 
residual system. One implication is that the mutual residual interactions of the nucIcons 
of the residual nucleus are to be distinguished from those of the leading particle with 
the residual system. They are respectively referred to as H\ and V. This distinction 
will turn out to be central to the present analysis. 
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Chapter 2 

The Multi-Step Direct Born Series 

In this chapter, we present two Born series that can represent the MSD reaction pro
cess. The first corresponds with the most general case with all the residual interaction 
included while the second is a limiting case of the first and describes a reaction model 
purely in terms of independent particle states. The crucial distinction between the 
residual interaction of the residual nucleus and the leading particle is directly related 
to the way we introduce the optical potential: We simply postulate its existence as 
a mean-field operator for the leading particle (see eq.(2.1)) and thereby automati
cally restrict ourselves to describe reactions with at least one particle in the continuum 
throughout the scattering process. Although a (formal) generalization to complex reac
tion types and collective state effects should, in principle, pose no problems, we restrict 
ourselves to nucleon induced inelastic scattering and base our formal development on 
the shell model. Hereby, we avoid an overburdening of the notation that would only 
divert the attention from the fundamental statistical postulates. 

2.1 Hamiltonian and Eigenstates 
The Hamiltonian of the total system is 

H = H0+l + K(A) + U^[A) + V. (2.1) 

Here, Ho+i describes the target/residual nucleus, consisting of A — 1 nucleons, 

#o+» = i;V(i)+x>(M) 

= H0 + Ht1 (2.2) 

where A' is the kinetic energy, v the mutual interaction of the nucleons and i' the shell 
model potential, representing the average field working on each nucleon. H0 is called 
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CHAPTER 2. THE MULTISTEP DIRECT BORS SERIES 6 

the shell model Hamiltonian and Hx the residual interaction of the residual nucleus. 
Further, Uopt is the optical potential and 

V=,£v(i,A)-Uort{A) (2.3) 

the residual interaction of the leading particle. 
The particle-hole eigenstates of Ho are anti-symmetrized direct products of A 1 

one-particle states, with eigenenergies Em„, 

H0\mti = Emtl\mfi), (2.4) 

where m determines the exciton class (mpmh-states), and n is a running index for the 
particular particle-hole configuration within this class. The exact nuclear (residual) 
states are eigenstates of f/o+i-

tfo+iln) = £„|„), (2.5) 

where the En are the real energy levels of the residual nucleus. 
Since both sets of states are orthonormal and complete, we can expand \n) as a 

linear combination of particle-hole states, 

|n) = E < C > / ' > . (2.6) 
m|i 

The distribution amplitudes oJJ,,, represent the so called configuration mixing: each 
particle-hole state jm/i) is distributed over the exact states \n) and the complexity of 
this distribution is proportional to the magnitude of Hi. If H-% vanishes, aJĴ  = 6mfltn 

and the particle-hole «tates and exact states coincide (no configuration mixing). 
The leading fast particle in the continuum, with kinetic energy Ek, is represented 

by a distorted wave \ ( + ) and its bi-orthogonally conjugated counterpart \ ( + ) , which 
satisfy6) 

[K(A) + CM>l)l|.\<+»(k)) = £*|\(+>(k))T 

\K{A) + üiM)ll*w(k)> = ftU'w(k)>. (2-7) 
respectively. Together, they also form a complete and orthonormal set, 

{\< + )(k)|x , + ,(k'))-^(k-k') , ydk|x<+»(k))(x,+,(k)l= 1. (2.8) 

Consequently, we can form two complete and orthonormal sets of A-particle states, 

<X<+Hk)|<m,i|my)|x<+>(k)) = 6mm,6„,S(k- k'), 

£/dk|n^>|x<+>(k))<^+>(k)|(™,,| = 1. (29) 
«up 

and 
{Y(+,(k)|(njn'>|x,+,(k)) = ^ n .Mk-k') , 

53/dk|n)|x , + ,(k))(x ( + ,(k)Kn|=l. (2.10) 

respectively. 
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2.2 The Real Nuclear Model 

As usual, we construct the Born series by including the residual interaction of the 
residual nucleus in the unperturbed part of the total Hamiltonian. 

H = [Ho+K+KM + U^iAU+V 
= fto+V. (2.11) 

Models based on this division will be called real nuclear models. 
The initial and final states are anti-symmetrized (the anti-symmetrization operator 

bring understood) A-particle eigenstates of ho, 

A.,|n)|X
l+»(k)) = (£•„ + £t)|«)|V<+>(k)). (2.12) 

Let •Q (k0) be the wavefunction with incoming waves in the 0-rhannel (representing 
the incoming nucleon with relative momentum ko, and the target nucleus in its ground 
state) only and outgoing waves in this and all other channels. It satisfies the complete 
Schrödïnger equation 

( f - MI* i+ ) (M> - V|«i+)(lco)>. (2.13) 
Together with the corresponding homogeneous equation 

(F-M|0) | \ , + )(M) = 0, (2.14) 

this can be transformed into the Lipprnan-Schwinger equation 

I O M = io)uw(M+p ' .. n îko)) 
t — h0 + if 

= £(jrnb;,,)'|0>l*l+,(k°>>- p.», 
Then, the transition amplitude forgoing from the initial state !0)|\<~)(ko)) to a different 
final state |/)l\ l~'(k)) is given by 

Tj^o = a(-'{k>K/IK|*i*>(k0)> 
= (x(-'(k)|( ƒ \V + VGV + VGVGV +... |0)|V+,(ko)> 

= E ^ o , (2.i6) 

where 

g-£/dk,W'f^»(f<k')l<"1. (2..T, 
^J E-E„-Lk,+tc 

Since the Hamiltonian f2.1) explicitly employs the distinction of a leading parti 
cle, the Born series (2.16) is expected to give good results for direct processes only. In 
other words, if in some intermediate state all particles are bound (closed configuration). 
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this description will lose its practicability and one will have to rely on a (multi-step) 
compound reaction mechanism. Henceforth, we shall restrict ourselves to open inter
mediate configurations throughout the scattering process. Formally, this means that 
in • 2.17) the integral over the absolute value of ki runs from oo to ke (corresponding 
with the binding energy). This defines the multi-step direct Bom series. 

An alternative expression for the transition amplitude, stemming from more prac
tical considerations, employs the division of 7/_0 in two parts which are defined to be 
energy-independent (smooth) and fluctuating, respectively, 

J>_o =< Tj^o >**,, + T / £ , < TJ'?Q > ^ = 0. ,;2.1S) 

where the brackets indicate energy averaging over incoming energy. Semi-classical time 
delay arguments based on wave packet ideas7) lead to the surmise that the energy-
intiependent part is associated with fast, direct-like processes and the fluctuating part 
with slow, compound processes. In the present context, this means that wc identify 
the MSD Born series with the energy-independent part of (2.IS). 

The one-step transition amplitude can, with the help of (2.6), be written in terms 
of shell model states, 

Tfl0 = (x^imiwmx^H^o)) 
= E^U'-'dOKlHVjOJix'^tM, (2.19) 

where it is assumed that V is a two-body operator (the first step matrix elements 
contain Iplh-states only). 

Similarly, we have for the two-step transition amplitude, 

7/-o = LEf^ixl-}mf\v\n)\\l*H^))E^Em I £t[ + u< 
* ( X ^ M O / ' W I X ' ^ M ) , (2.20) 

where both (2.9) and (2.10) were used. The expression of \f) in terms of model states 
depends on the assumptions made about the intermediate states (to be discussed later). 

2.3 The Independent Particle Model 

In the limit of vanishing H\, we obtain a perturbation series which is completely de
scribed in terms of pure model states, i.e. (2.16) reduces to a transition amplitude for 
going from the initial state |0)|x<+)(ko)) to the final state |pf)(xM(lc)|, 

W-o = (x(-)(k)|(HV+vav+^c7vav/ + ...|o)ix{-,(k0)> 

- f ' i l o , (2.21) 
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°-?I+*T£!%5?«-m* 

For each p, the transition amplitude can (in principle) consist of more than one 
term. Since V is assumed to be of two-body nature, (2.21) reduces to 

llit—0 — li*«—0 T M|»—0 "r 'lit—O ~ • • • ' 

hr-0 = 0 + '2„_o + 'j^-O + - - - » 

I3T-0 = 0 + 0 + fgLo + - - - .<*«•• (2-23) 

If we invoke a never-come-back approximation (always a subsequent creation of a new-
part icle-hole pair), this simplifies even further, 

U - o = 4 " % (2.24) 

of which the first two terms are 

i - tll) 

M»—O — M M — 0 

= (xM<IOI<lHV'|0)|xl+,(ko)). (2.25) 

and 

f - / | 2 > 

= £ /dk1(x<-)(k)t(2HV|l /,)|x^(k l)) l -

x (x(+,(k,)|{li/|V|0)|x<+,(ko)). (2.26) 



Chapter 3 

Different Types Of Statistics 

Once the mean-field parts of the total Hamiltonian (2.1), H0 and h'{A) + l\pt(A). are 
suitably chosen, these operators have (in principle) a well defined and fixed spectrum of 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Obviously, statistical properties of any pre-equiltbrium 
model must be generated by H\, V or both. In the following chapters, we will show 
that by combining various types of stochasttcity with either the real nuclear model 
or the independent particle model, a whole spectrum of possible MSD-models can be 
generated. 

Statistics generated solely by H\ will be termed rcsidval-jystem statistics. It is 
based on the properties of the residual nucleus alone, and can be illustrated, in terms 
of the real nuclear model, as follows: After the scattering, the excitation energy of the 
nucleus, 

£ , = £ * - £ * , (3.1) 

is, in the pre-equilibrium region, already so high that the corresponding part of the 
spectrum contains many final nuclear states within a relatively small interval AE 
around Ez. Clearly, statistical techniques are required to calculate the cross-section 
(averaged over A£). Each final nuclear eigenstate in A £ can be expanded as in (2.6). 
Since we expect this linear combination to be very complex in the continuum, residual-
system statistics is introduced by assuming random configuration mixing, i.e. the 
distribution amplitudes a^ are elements of a random probability distribution. This 
results in the destruction of interference effects (upon energy averaging) which induces 
a considerable simplification of the calculation of the energy averaged cross-section. 
Examples of the application of residual-system statistics are the NVVY and the TUL 
model. 

If, on the other hand. Hi is negligible, the statistics is necessarily located in the 
residual interaction V of the leading particle. This will be called leading-particle 
statistics9). It is the type of statistics that is partly responsible for the convolution-
type structure of the cross-section expression appearing in the FKK and the semi-
phenomenological models. Instead of random configuration mixing, leading-particle 
statistics manifests itself by means of random shell model matrix elements. In other 
words, it is represented by the fact that V connects a particular particle-hole state (or 
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the ground state) to many other particle-hole states (in an essentially random manner). 
In general, this phenomenon is not correlated with the mixing of these particle-hole 
states over the real nuclear states. 

The third possibility is that both Hi and V generate statistics. This will be called 
combined statistics. In the present context, combined statistics means the addition of 
leading-particle statistics to the TUL and NWY model. 

This outline on the fundamentally different types of statistics also serves to justify 
the separate introduction of the real nuclear model Born Series and the independent 
particle model Born Series. Of course, the latter can be obtained from the former at any 
time, but when statistical assumptions come into play, one has to be more careful. For 
example, we cannot use the presence of Hi for the destruction of the interference terms 
and take the limit H\ -* 0 a posteriori. Instead this unlogical formal development is 
circumvented by the aforeir.entioned distinction. 



Chapter 4 

Residual-System Statistics 

A convenient tool in the description of reactions to the continuum is the cross-section 
distribution, 

which serves as a kind of book-keeping detector that moves along the level scheme of 
the residual nucleus, clicking each time an eigenstate is encountered. This distribution 
has no physical meaning itself: it has to be integrated over an energy interval A£ 
to represent a measurable quantity. Averaging (4.1) over a very small A£ lying just 
around a single level yields the usual expression for the transition to that level (the 
cross-section being the square of the transition amplitude). Eq. (4.1) can be written 
as 

afer = pE^ra*,-*) 
= £ E l r / ' i > l ^ ( £ 7 - £ x ) + cross -terms 

» / 

~ dV'> 

= £rfö^ + cross-tcrms* (4;2' 
which illustrates the decomposition in one-step, multi-step and inteference terms. 

4.1 The One-Step Cross-Section 

With the help of (2.19), the one-step cross-section distribution becomes 

düdEk f 

12 



CHAPTER 4. RESIDUAL-SYSTEM STATISTICS 13 

Anticipating the energy averaging, we define the probability distribution 

/ 

which spreads jm/i) over the real nuclear states and is to be interpreted as the proba
bility that the state [mju) coincides with the excitation energv Ex. Then, we can write 
(4.3) as 

^ £ T = £c l M(^|<x (-Hk)|<1^0)lY<+>(ko))[2 

+ EEEflWM(x{+)(ko)l(0f^t«/OiY,-,(k)) 

x {x{-HmW'\0)\xl+}l*o))HEj - Ex) (,, * / ) . (-1-5) 

Since the a ^ are assumed to be random in both sign and magnitude, the second term 
is negligible compared to the first upon averaging over many final residual states. In 
this case, the one-step energy averaged cross-section is 

= EMM<YM(k)l(l/«n'iO)|\m(k0))|
2, (4.6) d0.dEk m 

where the true partial level density is defined by 

'm»« (Et) = Cmii{Ex) 

= £ | « £ , P * ( £ / - F , ) . (4.7) 
ƒ 

In practical calculations (for example the computer code ORIOiN-TRISTAR9)), we a 
priori neglect tht second term of (4.5) and subsequently average over an energy interval 
to obtain the desired result (4.6). Since the detailed form of the configuration mixing is 
poorly known, cltl(Ex) is, for practical purposes assumed to obey a well-defined prob
ability distribution, e.g. a Gaussian. This statistical connection between the particle-
hole states and the exact nuclear states is exemplified by Figure (4.1). Around each 
particle-hole state lies a Gaussian with a definite width (which in OR10N-TRISTAR 
is assumed to have the same value for each particle-hole state) which is a measure for 
the residual interaction H\. At the chosen excitation energy, the contribution of each 
particle-hole state (matrix element) is represented by the value of ci(l at that point. 
Together with the square of the corresponding DWBA matrix element this constructs 
(4.?). Repeating this procedure for some neighbouring values of Ez then gives the 
energy average (4.6). 

An interesting problem is whether in reality the number of exact nuclear states 
in SE is indeed sufficiently large to account for the disappearance of the interference 
effects. For example, at incoming energies as low as 14 MeV, Ex may be lying just 
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l/u l/*3 l/*3 1/1.1 lW l/<6 

Figure 4.1: Random configuration mixing: The dashed lines represent the particle-hole 
states, each contributing to the real nuclear state (continuous line) corresponding with 
the excitation energy. 

above the discrete p.irt of the spectrum and the number of states may eventually be 
too small to justify the neglect of the second term of (4.5) upon energy averaging. In 
this case, it might be interesting to test the above procedure against an individual 
approach which involves a nucleus whose exact states we do know to some extent. 

Finally, for later comparison, a non-statistical operation can be performed by aver
aging (4.6) over the squared matrix elements. Then, 

<PoW 
= Pi,i»(F,)|(x«->(k)|{lplA|V|0)|x«+»(koj)|: 

r lp l ' 

dQdEk 

where pipu is the true level density (i.e. non-partial). 

(4.8) 

4.2 Two-Step Cross-Section 

4.2.1 The NWY-model 

In ref,1), it is proposed that, as far as the second step transition amplitude is concerned, 
the second interaction of the leading particle occurs immediately after the creation of 
the first particle-hole pair (sudden approximation). In other words, the A-l residual 
nucleons have no time to cause any configuration mixing between the two collisions. 
Effectively, this means that, while random configuration mixing does apply to the final 
states, H\ can be neglected in the intermediate process (see Figure 4.2). With this 
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OpOh l p l h 2p2h 

Figure 4.2: Sudden approximation: the residual interaction H\ has no time to mix 
the lplA-states. Instead, the system immediately proceeds with the creation of a new 
particle-hole pair. 
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assumption, we can take the limit o*tf - • bitt^ and En —» £ l p in eq.(2.20) and the 
two-step transition amplitude becomes 

ï /2o = EU ' -H^K/ IVI l^^d / i lVIOIx ' ^dco ) ) , (4.9) 

where 

G " = i d k | E - £ „ - j C t , + , V <4,0> 
Now. a never-come-back assumption is used in the sense that the second interaction 
always creates a new particle-hole pair while leaving the pair created in the first collis.on 
unchanged. Consequently, the final states are a linear combination of 2p2A-states. 
Since the intermediate process is completely deterministic, it is necessary to give a 
*nore detailed description of the different paths leading to a 2p2/j-state. Therefore, we 
introduce a more explicit particle-hole notation. 

»J i.J,kJ 

where i and k (j and /) denote particular particles (holes) involved (with the constraint 
i £ k,j £ I. Successively using the completeness cf the particle-hole states, the sudden 
approximation and the never-come-back assumption gives for a two-step process: 

{PihjPkhtlVGVIO) = £ {pikiPkhl\Y\p1hk){jtmhi\G\pehi){pehiW\Q) 

x ( W t t + Wj»-*'«*>*+ M » ) - (4.12) 

Hence, we have for the transition amplitude 

7/2o - E «£;«<XW(k)l ( (PihjPk^lVlpJ^GndPkh.lVlO) + 

+ (p.hjPkhtlVfahJG^ipkkMO) + (jHhjPthüVlpikJGutohiWO) + 
+ (p.hjPkhilVlp^GuiiPihilVlO))^-^)). (4.13) 

With the invocation of the never-come-back assumption we, more or less, ignored 
the dependence of the second particle-hole creation on the first. Therefore, it seems 
justified to replace the matrix element of the second interaction V by a matrix element 
representing the creation of another particle-hole pair from the ground state, only now 
with the ground state energy replaced by the intermediate excitation energy 

E'x=Eko-Ekl, (4.14) 

where £*, is the kinetic energy of the leading particle after one collision. Then, we 
obtain 

7/2o = E<«<xM(k)l(W^'|o)<y,„<p*A,|V|o) + 

+ (pMV\0)GnAPkh}\V\0) + 'pkht\V\0)GUj(p,h}\V\Q) 

+ <Pkhi\V\0)GHi{Pih,\V\Q) ) | x ( + ) ( M , (415) 
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and the corresponding two-step cross-section distribution is 

(KldEk 

where, 

ƒ 

= £ c*,ki(EMx(-]M\ ( (piAi|l'|0)(?iH(p*A,|V|0) + 
f.J.k.1 

- teMviojG^ta^ivio) + (pkh.iv^GuAp^ivio) 
- (Pkhj\V\Q)Glti(pMV\0) ) L\(+,(ko))): + non - diag. terms, (4.16) 

cuiuiEr) = 52\ait}U\76(Ef - Er). (4.17) 
ƒ 

Again, the non-diagonal terms are assumed to disappear after energy averaging and 
the final result for the two-step energy averaged cross-section is 

^ = E^«(^) (CY , - ) (k) | ( (p ,^V|0)G l W (p f c ^ |V ' |0 ) - r 

+ {pMVWtkjipkhJVlQ} + (pkhi\Y\Q)Gui<Pih,\VW 

+ {pkhjlVmGtaifihilVfl) ) | V + , ( M ) 2 - (4.18) 

Note that the statistical assumption made about the final states (i.e. the randomness of 
the a^iju) n a s been sufficient for the disappearance of the interference terms (except for 
the the four sequences). This is a direct result of the determinism of the intermediate 
process: The final state has "remembered" which particle-hole pair was created in the 
the first step. However, (4.18) is still a large sum over complicated two-step processes. 
Later on, we shall see that this result can be simplified if statistical properties can be 
assigned to V as well. 

It is easily seen that the assumed randomness of the af
mil automatically destroys 

the cross-produc's of eq.(4.2) upon energy averaging. 

4.2.2 The TUL-model 

Again, we take (2.20) as the starting point, 

T.io^T.Y.ix^mfw^G^Mvmx^^o)), (4.19) 

where 
r f » lx**>(k,))(x'+>(ki;| (4.20) 

The crucial assumption of TUL (as opposed to that of N'WY) is that the intermediate 
states are standing on the same footing as the final states. In other words, they assume 
that the leading particle loses so much of its energy after the first collision that the 
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mixing 

OpOh iplh 2p2h 

Figure 4.3: Adiabatic approximation: the first step is not correlated -vith the second 
step. In the latter, always a new particle-hole pair is formed. The final states are 
labelled 2p2h in accordance with the total number of particle-hole pair? created by the 
leading particle. 

corresponding intermediate excitation energy of the residual nucleus is sufficiently high 
to justify a statistical procedure upon 'it. Then the randomness assumption applies on 
the a?M too, which is referred to as the adiabatic approximation1). The fundamental 
difference with NVVY is that now the second step transition has forgo'ten which par
ticular particle-hole pair was formed in the first step. The intermediate configuration 
mixing which characterizes :he adiabatic approximation is exemplified by Figure 4.3. 

Although H\ may have caused a lot of intermediate mixing, we still employ a never-
come-back assumption in the sense that any linear combination oi par'.icle-hole states 
remains unchanged after the second interaction, i.e. 

where we replaced (1//, n| VJn) by the matrix element that corresponds with the creation 
of a particle-hole state from the ground state (with lifted energy E't). Inserting (4.21) 
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in (4.19) yields 

TJ2O - EEE«"Wt.H^")'k)KllrIV|0)C.{lHV|0)K(+»(k6)>. (4-22) 
« ^ * 

With (4.4) the two-step cross-section distribution becomes 

- E E E E ' W . " -..(R)<x<+,(k.)KO|v|i^G,(o|V|w) v'-'(k)) 

x (̂ "HlOKHV'IOJG,. l/i|V|0)|x(+,(ko)> + terms with Vy.n.n'. (4.23) 

Performing the JIna/state averaging with the usual statistical argument that :he non-
diagonal terms vanish gives for the 'wo-step energy averaged cross-sect ion: 

x (x«->(k)|<l»|V|P)C. lH^|0)|x{+)(ko)). (4.24) 

Obviously, although the final state averaging has automatically destroyed the n.n' and 
v. i/ interference terms, the intermediate particle-hole state interference is still present. 
In order to make use of (4.4) again (but now for the intermediate states), we insert 
£(En — E'x) in (4.24), together with the corresponding integral over the intermediate 
excitation energy E'x. This puts (4.24) in the equivalent form 

</»*<»> 

* (xi-)(k)\{l"\V\0}GlE'1)(\ii\V\O)\xl+)(ko)) + terms with , 1 , / . (4.25) 
tKldEk „ „ 

Note that the delta-function accounts for the replacement of En by E'x in the Green 
function. The last unwanted dependency on n is removed by stating a Brink-Axel-like 
hypothesis, 

where E" - Ekl - Ek represents the energy transferred in the second step. Finally, 
performing the usual statistics and average on the intermediate states, we obtain the 
two-step energy averaged cross-section 

(4.27) 
Also in this case, residual-system statistics destroys the interference effects of the dif
ferent order terms upon energy averaging. 



Chapter 5 

Leading-Particle Statistics 

In the preceding chapter, we considered reaction mocels which were completely based 
on the s'atistical interplay between the exact nuclear states and the model states. The 
possibili'.y (and also the need) of employing this residual system statistics disappears 
when the residual interaction of the residual nucleus H\, vanishes. Here, we will outline 
a model based on leading-particle statistics alone. The results were already reported in 
ref.8). In this caseT the exact nuclear states arc the model states. We write, in analogy 
with (4.1), the cross-section distribution as 

g ^ = D'p-or*( £,,-£*), (5.1) 

where i;i,_o is given by (2.21). With the nevcr-ccme-back assumption (2.24) this 
becomes 

^ = P<lol2*(£,,-£x). (5.2) 

There are automatically no interference terms ar' ing from different transition ampli
tude terms. The number p. specifying the exciton class of the final state is equal to 
the orde: of the Born series. 

5.1 The One-Step Cross-Section 
With (2.25), the one-step cross section distribution ccn be written a-

I S = Eie0i'«*..-*,> 
= Y.\{x,-'m(WiO)\xM*om,HEi*-t:,)- (5.3) 

it 

A veragir.g over the final excitation energy yields for th» one-step energy averaged cross-
section 

20 
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where the (trivial) quantity 

1 
Pmv{Ex) = 6(Emu - Ex) = — (5.5) 

is called the partial ir.odel level density. From this result we can infer that each DWBA 
cross-section contributes equally to the energy averaged cros*-section. This is in con
trast with section 4.1 where (for the cross-section at a particular Ez) each "üWBA 
cross-section is accompanied by its multiplication factor C|„(ET). Tri fact, in the limit 
H\ —* 0, (4.7) reduce* to (5.5) and the corresponding widths of figure 4.1 go to zero. 

Thus, the or.e-Jtep energy averaged cross-section can be written as 

rf-.^i) 

!PJEk AE 
= ^ D ^ - ' W K M V I O ) ^ iko));2, (5.6) 

M 

and averaging over the final IplA-states gives 

^ r = Pi,ik(EM)\{\"[k)\(lplh\V\0)W+ iko))!21*1*. (5.7) 

where ptpih(Er) denotes the particle-hole model level density of the residual nucleus. 
Usually it is estimated by the Williams formula10). The second factor is just the arith
metic mean over the considered interval of the squared DWBA matrix elements, and 
it can be easily obtained from standard DWBA computer codes. Note that although 
there has been an average over final particle-hole states, no statistical assumptions 
have been used to obtain this result, in contrast with the real nuclear model where 
a statistical assumption was needed to remove the interference effects in the one-step 
term.(In this sense, the title of this chapter is somewhat misleading. However, in the 
higher order terms statistical assumptions will be introduced). Moreover, p differs from 
the (statistical) true .evel density and therefore (5.7) differs from the TUL and NWY 
model already in the first step. 

5.2 The Two-Step Cross-Section 

In this section weshail elucidate which assumptions are necessary to obtain the conve
nient convolution-like structure of the cross-section. Central in the discussion will be 
two assumptions. 

Firstly, the cn-shell approximation, i.e. we neglect the first term on the r.h.s. of 
the equation 

- L - = V(l) 7 «rJ(,)f (5.8) 
x ±ti x 

where V denotes the principal value. 
Secondly, leading particle statistics is invoked by postulating that the 

(bi-orthogonally conjugated) DWBA matrix elements are random variables: 

= ^ l k ' , - k1)|<x(+)(kI)|(lpl^|V10>|x«+>(ko;)l2, (5.9) 
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OpOh lplh 2p2h 

Figure 5.1: Leading particle statistics: Many lplfc-states are accessible from the ground 
state. 

ihe bar denoting the ensemble average. This approach resembles that cf ref.n), but 
here it is worked out for MSD rather than for multi-step compound reactions. The 
situation is exemplified by figure 5.1. ID the absence of Hi, the particle-h>le states are 
not internally mixed, but leading particle statistics is generated by the accessibility 
of many particle-hole states from the ground state. This is radically c fferent from 
residual system statistics. 

• From (2.26) and (5.2) it follows that the two-step cross-section distribution is given 
bv 

dQdEk « 

= E E E / d k « /dk;(x(+,(ko)Ko|viv)ix'+)(k;)) 

x E- E . - E, .-•:(^)(ic,»)l(V|y|^)U(-)(fc?)(V-)f»c) 

x {2*\V\W\XM%)) - p ' f , • ( Ü ^ I K W \,+)(ko)) 
t — fcl„ - £*, + IE 

x 6(E2i,-Ex). (5.10) 
Using the on-shell approximation and replacing the particle-hole part of the second 
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s:ep ma t r i x element by that of the first s:ep m a t r i x element (using the same index u) 
s:ves 

JV<2> 
amE- - »ïEEE/*i/^.<x |-,(M(0|V|i|.')lxw(k',)) 

x *(C~£, (,-£* l)(A f+»{k l)| IrtVm^faME^-E?). (5.11) 

The integral over dk^ = Jt^dJ^dQ', can be performed with the help of the relation 

6(E - Et, - Eit) = ^ik?-^(E-Et^)) 

= *lf k" - k2 ) 

= ^^-iHk[-kltf) + t[kx + klm)). (5.12) 

This yields 

x (x**>(ko)KO|V|l^l\< + >(k,M . ,n '1)>(x<+ )(k1^.fr i) |<0|V^|l^>[x ,-> ik) 

x (x<->(k) |( l i / |V|0) |x ( + ,fkT))(x ( +>(k1)Kl / i |V' |0) |v l + )(ko)) , (5.13) 

which we divide in a diagonal and a non-diagonal par t , 

x |(x (- ,(k)KiHV|0)K (+(k l))|
3|<^«->(k l)|<i|i|V|0)|V+>(ico->l3 

+ terms with /i,fi',fl',.fi|. (5.14) 

At this po in t , we employ leading particle statistics by identifying the ensemble average 
of eq.(5.9) with the energy average and assume t h a t , after averaging over the interme
diate exci tat ion energy, the terms with n ^ ft' and k t ^ k', ( ( fc | ,0 | ) ^ (k[. f>',)) cancel 
out. T h e n , the two-step energy averaged cross-section becomes 

<PoM 

ft lüdEk 
= ^EE/JMtiW^-^ÏPi^^JKx'-^^KiHVIoju^^k,))! 

V M 

x |CY<+>(kl)|(l/xH/|0)|X
<+,(kc>>|3, (5.15) 

where 

M ) - 2 - ^ , (5.16) 
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is the state density of the leading particle. We can repeat this procedure for the final 
excitation energy, which gives 

<PaW 
düiEk r = =aEE/*^*k)Pi-(*ï>i-(^)iUC',WKlHVr|0)!v,*»(ki)>la 

V It 

* l(x(+,(k,)|(l/i|V|0}|X
(+,(ko))|2. (5.17) 

Finally, we perform an arithmetic average over the particle-hole states, giving 

= JT 
MldEi k 

/dk,p(t,KlA(£>,)>,fc(£;)|(x<-l(k)Klpln|V'|0)ix<+'ik1))|2,'U' 

l p l * 

* K\«*>(ki)|<l|»l*|y|0)|x«+>(ké)>la • (5.1S) 

The results we obtain here were used (with one additional simplification) in ref.12) for 
practical purposes, although they were associated with the FKK-model. In chapter 6 
we will go into more detail on this subject. 



Chapter 6 

Combined Statistics 

As a final alternative, we consider the case th?t the presence of bo:h H% and V' jus
tifies statistical assumptions. As already pointed out in chapter 3 this results in & 
simplification of both the NWY- and TUL-model. 

6.1 Convolution form of the NWY-model 
The XWY-result (4.IS» looks quite complicated for practical calculations. In this 
section, we reduce it to a simpler form by combining residual-system statistics with 
leading-particle statistics in the sudden approximation- We start from eq.(4.15) The 
corresponding cross-section distribution is 

x * r-<V*»(M<0|r|fc.Ar)l\M<k)ï 

Jt, - £ ly - £*, + re 

x k , + ) (ko)^(£ / -£*) + 15term$(perm.ini,.i.k,I) (6.1) 

Now, in complete analogs with eqs.(5.11)-(5.14), we take the onshell approximation, 
perform the integral over dk', and divide the distribution in a diagonal and a non-
diagonal part, 

* {*(*,(k,)|(ö|V|pfc»Mlx,",(k))^,",(k)l<Pfc*»|VH)>U,*>(k,)> 
x Kx<+,(k,)|{p,AJV'|0)U,+,(ko))|2 + 3 terms) 
+ terms with i , i ' , ; , / ,Qi,n' r (6.2) 
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With the introduction of leading-particle statistics the non-diagonal part vanishe upon 
energy averaging and we obtain 

^ Kx<+)(ki)KP^;|V'|0)|X
(+)(ko))|2 + 3 terms. (6.3) 

The interference terms of the final states, however, are removed by the residue-fystem 
statistics. This means that after energy averaging only the diagonal term />,;*/ — 
C2ijki{Ex) survives, which we replace, as usual, by p\kl(E"). Thus, 

tPoW 4mx2 

düdEk ijkr 

* IC\(-)(k)Kpi/,(|V|0)!V+,(k1))|
2Kx(+)(k,)|{pI/lj|V|0>|V+».kti}

i 

+ 3 terms, (6.4) 

and averaging over the particle-hole states gives 

| ^ j - = *' ƒ dk,/K*,)A^(^Ki*(£;)l(x«->(k)Kipi*|V|o)|x«+»(ki) I2"'"1* 
ipift 

x |<#+>(k,)|(lplA|ViO)|V+>(ko)>|a ' . (6.5) 

We thus have a two-step cross-section with one true level density and one model level 
density. 

6.2 Convolution form of t h e TUL-model 

The residual-system statistics in the model of TUL removes the interference effects of 
both the intermediate particle-hole states and the final particle-hole states. The ki.k', 
interference terms are, however, still present. The TUL-result can be simplified farther 
:f we can perform the on-shell approximation and assume leading-particle sa:istics. 
Eq.(4.27) reads, explicitly, 

(PoW = EEJdKME':)pUK)j^\ Jók^HkoWivmïM ) 
düdEk M „ 

x E- E'x- Ek. -iC<x<*>^i)Ko|V»t^>lx("}(k))(x<->(k)|(ii.[y|0)l\f' ( M 

x
 E-E't-Eki+ ie^

<+)(k,)KlHVlO)[x^(M)- (6-6) 
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Using the method of section 5.2 again, this becomes 

x Kx^WK^Iviojlx^kiWPltf+'dtOK^I^Iojix^^ko))!2 

+ terms with n^O',. (6.7) 

Again, we assume that the non-diagonal terms vanish upon integration over E'x , 

tPaW 
- = *a£E/dM*i)W£)pU£) 

x K\,-)(lc)l(lHV|0)Lx(+)(k,))P|{x(+)(k1)|(l/i|V|0)U,+)(ko))|2. (6.8) 

MdEh „ m 

Finally, averaging over the particle-hole states gives 

dV2> 
dndE, - = ••aydki^(*I)A,i*(£r)A^*(^)i(.\(->(k)i{ipiAi^io)uc+)(kl))i»

l',,,! 

-lpU 
x |(x«+>(k,)|(lplfc|V|0)|X«+>(lio))lar . (6.9) 

which is a two-step cross-section with two true level densities. 

6.3 The FKK-model 

In the set of models discussed so far, the FKK-model is missing. Indeed, it has turned 
out to be quite difficult to rank it among the other presently existing approaches 
towards MSD-reactions. Starting from standard perturbation theory, we have con
structed three convolution-type two-step cross-sect ions, namely (5.18), (6.5) and (6.9), 
which are the only possibilities based on an internally consistent formal development, 
since they refer to leading-particle statistics alone (two model level densities), leading-
particle statistics + residual-system statistics after the second step (one true and one 
model level density) and leading-particle statistics + residual system statistics after 
both steps (two true level densities), respectively, thereby excluding any alternative. 
One might be tempted to identify the FKK two-step cross-section with one of these 
expressions. 

In ref.1) it is argued that the FKK-model conceptually resembles that of NVVY. 
In chapter 5, however, we demonstrated that leading-particle statistics is necessary 
to obtain a convolution-type expression, while the original NWY-model is based on 
residual-system statistics only. In other words, there is a radical difference in the type 
of statistics. Tamura et al.3'13) showed, how a convolution form can be obtained from 
the TUL-model.They used techniques comparable to that of section 6.2 although their 
(ad hoc) insertion of a 6{Q.\ -fti) term was not interpreted as being a result of leading-
particle statistics. Furthermore, they asserted that the result was equivalent to the 
FKK-model. This identification is, however, very dubious. 
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In ref.3) (between eqs.(4.l0 and (4.11)) it is claimed that random configuration 
mixing is used for the final states. This should lead, in terms of our work, to a true 
level density. The formal manipulations concerning the intermediate states, however, 
suggest a non-statistical level density, arising from a plain counting of intermediate 
states. Related with this problem is the fact that the "Random Phase Approximation" 
which is employed three times has two different interpretations. The first introduction 
has its impact on the level density while the second merely removes the interference 
effects. Whatever i: be, the final expression of FKK (eq.(4.22) of ref.3) contains 
identical level densities (of which the type remains implicit) for all stages. The FKK-
model thus cannot coincide with one of the three convolution-type models of this 
work, which leads to the conclusion that there must be an inconsistency in its formal 
development. The only remaining (obscure) possibility to achieve a cross-sect ion with 
two model level densities would be to assume that the random configuration mixing is 
large enough to destroy the interference effects but at the same time is small enough 
to disregard the deviation from the model level density. However, such an assumption 
is not made explicit in ref.3). 

Another major difference between our model of chapter 5 and the FKK-model is 
that we use the never-come-back assumption consistently (also for the higher steps), 
which is in the spirit of the fast-particle concept. This means that we do not obtain 
the ££t?„_j as in eq.(2.5) of ref.3). Furthermore, we retain the difference between \ 
and \ . Although an attempt has been made14) to justify the identification of \ and 
\ . we feel that this approximation is doubtful since it implies that the total emission 
cross-section from a certain step equals the creation cross-section for the next step. 
This is contradicted by many exciton-model calculations. 



Chapter 7 

Summary 

In sum, we believe that the present analysis provides a new perspective on the concep
tual similarities and dissimilarities of current MSD-theories. Foremost is our distinc
tion between the forms of nuclear stochasticity that we have denoted a= leading-particle 
and residual-system statistics. We have argued that both ref.2) and ref.1) postulate 
residual-system statistics, the former with respect to both final and intermediate states 
and the latter only regarding the final states. In contrast, the convolir ion-type models 
we have constructed, apply leading-particle statistics to the intermediate states. In 
particular, we have shown in chapter 5 that the cross-section formula employed in the 
work of Bonetti et al.12) is based on leading-particle statistics only. T:!us, we conclude 
that this work is conceptually different from the models of Nishioka et at. and Tamura 
et al.. Moreover, comparison of sections 4.1 and 5.1 learns us that there is a difference 
already in the first step. As far as the two-step cross-section is concerned, if the as
sumption of leading-particle statistics is indeed valid, the FKK-mode! can be replaced 
by either eq.(5.18),(6.5) and (6.9), the choice depending on the presence or absence of 
the residual interaction of the residual nucleus after the first or secorvi step. 

Another indication of the present discussion is that our model of chapter 5 and 
the generalized exciton models are conceptually quite close8). The main difference 
is that eq.(5.18) much more consistently implements the fast-par'ice concept. All 
exciton model decouple at some point the energy and angle variables, necessitating 
additional simplifications and energy averages. For example, the above matrix elements 
are replaced in the exciton model by global quantities that no longer depend on the 
energy of the fast particle and are obtained from adjustments to experimental data. 
Then the cross-section becomes proportional to />^jh(£x) as in the s*andard exciton 
models. These rather drastic simplifications have their background n the fact that 
the exciton model originally was constructed using multi-step compour.rl-like concepts, 
and only later on was extended to MSD-type features. More precisely, in the exciton 
model, no distinction between H\ and V is made in the first place, although the leading-
particle concept is retained. In fact, we can construct an independent particle model 
in analogy with that of section 2.3, only now with //j + V as the perturbation term 
instead of V. Then, we have a model with all the residual interaction included with 
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:he only drawback that the resulting cross-section can no longer be expressed in terms 
:f DWBA matrix elements. Phenomenologically speaking, this model fines itself at 
he same level as the Generalized Exciton Model (where the squared matrix elements 

cannot be calculated from first principles either). 
We leave here as an open question, what type of statistics should be considered as 

empirically the most appropriate one. To the extent that he MSD-theories have been 
tested against experiment, they all yield reasonable predictions. HoweverT by consid
ering individual matrix elements, it seems feasible to check various assumptions of nu
clear stochasticity via microscopic computational studies. This could be an important 
r.ew field of research, since it enables to examine the basis of the quantum-statistical 
randomness postulates itself, rather than only investigating their consequences. Com
putational work might thus open up areas that at present seem rather inaccessible to 
hoth precompound theory and experiment. 
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